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Dear Bruce 
 
 
AIR DEPARTURE TAX (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
At Stage 2 of the Air Departure Tax (Scotland) Bill on 17 May, I committed to providing the 
Committee with further information on the reason behind amendment 25, which amended 
section 18 of the Bill as introduced by changing the specified level of tax liability for being 
eligible to make occasional returns from £5,000 to £20,000. In addition, based on the 
discussion on amendments 67 to 69 which were lodged by Patrick Harvie MSP and 
subsequently withdrawn, I would like to take the opportunity to further clarify the scope of the 
regulation-making power in section 10(2) of the Bill as introduced, which is a power to make 
provision in relation to the structure of the tax other than defining tax bands and setting tax 
rate amounts. 
 
 
Occasional return tax liability threshold 
 
The Bill enables some aircraft operators to choose to make occasional returns rather than 
quarterly returns. The occasional returns option is available only to aircraft operators 
intending to operate infrequent or irregular flights, such as business/private jet users and 
other operators that carry out one-off chargeable flights from Scotland. Occasional returns 
will provide an easier and more efficient mechanism for these aircraft operators to pay Air 
Departure Tax (ADT).  
 
The Bill as introduced set the level of tax liability for aircraft operators entitled to make 
occasional returns at £5,000, which is in line with current UK legislation for Air Passenger 
Duty (APD). Following further engagement by Revenue Scotland with stakeholders such as 
fixed-base operators, airports and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, it became apparent 
that the eligibility criteria for making occasional returns needed to be amended to reflect the 
scale and nature of these aircraft operators’ taxable activities.  
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By applying different tax bands and rates to different scenarios across various types of 
taxable activities, it was estimated that a £20,000 threshold was an appropriate limit to allow 
these aircraft operators to make occasional returns for taxable activities on up to 12 days in 
a given 12 month period.  
 
Section 18(3) provides safeguards regarding the use of occasional returns by enabling 
Revenue Scotland to require aircraft operators to revert to making quarterly tax returns at 
any time.  
 
Section 10(2) regulation making power 
 
Section 10(1) requires Scottish Ministers to make regulations for two specific and limited 
purposes: 
 

 to define tax bands by reference to a passenger’s final destination (as defined in 
section 9(5)); and 
  

 to set the amount of the standard, premium and special tax rates for each band (as 
those rates are defined in section 9(3)).  

 
The exercise of the section 10(1) power is mandatory because section 9 is drafted in such a 
way that no ADT can be collected unless tax bands and tax rate amounts are prescribed.  
 
In contrast, section 10(2) provides a discretionary power which enables Scottish Ministers to 
make other adjustments to the structure of the tax as and when required. Provision which 
could be made under section 10(2) but not 10(1) could include, for example: 
 

 amending section 9(3) to add or remove a tax rate category – e.g. to add an additional 
tax rate for passengers travelling in premium economy, or to replace the standard and 
premium rates with a single flat rate (the section 10(1) power would be used to set the 
new tax rate amount); 
  

 amending the scope of a tax rate category – e.g. by adjusting the definition of a term 
used in a tax rate description, such as “special category aircraft” or “standard class 
travel”; 
 

 changing the meaning of other terms used in section 9, such as the definition of “final 
destination” in section 9(5) or the connected flight rules in schedule 1; 
  

 amending sections 9 and 10(1) to alter the factor by reference to which tax bands are 
defined – e.g. if it were considered appropriate to set tax bands by reference to the 
size of aircraft on which a passenger is carried rather than by the passenger’s final 
destination. 

 
The scope of the power under section 10(2) is not unlimited. Regulations must concern the 
structure of the tax and cannot be used to alter the nature of the tax. The nature of the tax – 
i.e. a tax on the carriage of passengers by air from airports in Scotland – is protected by 
sections 1 and 11 of the Bill and section 80L of the Scotland Act 1998. 
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Section 10(2) therefore provides the Scottish Government with flexibility to propose 
adjustments to the structure of the tax in response to circumstances as they arise. The 
Scottish Government considers that it is necessary to be able to do this via secondary 
legislation in order to be able to react quickly to, for example, changing market conditions or 
changes made to UK APD, which could have a direct impact on Scottish Government 
finances through a Block Grant Adjustment. As an affirmative procedure power, any such 
changes proposed to the structure of the tax will need to be approved by Parliament before 
they can come into effect. 
 
 
I hope the Committee finds this information helpful. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
DEREK MACKAY 


